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Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation, including the oral statements made in connection herewith, contains forward-looking

statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, included in

this presentation that address activities, events or developments that the Company expects, believes

or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Without limiting the

generality of the foregoing, forward-looking statements contained in this presentation specifically

include the expectations of plans, strategies, objectives and anticipated financial and operating results

of the Partnership, including the Partnership's drilling program, production, derivative instruments,

capital expenditure levels and other guidance included in this presentation. When used in this

presentation, the words "could," "should," "will,“ "believe," "anticipate," "intend," "estimate," "expect,"

"project," the negative of such terms and other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-

looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain such identifying words. These

statements are based on certain assumptions made by the Partnership based on management's

experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions, anticipated future developments and

other factors believed to be appropriate. Such statements are subject to a number of assumptions,

risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the control of the Partnership, which may cause

actual results to differ materially from those implied or expressed by the forward-looking statements.

When considering forward-looking statements, you should keep in mind the risk factors and other

cautionary statements described under the headings “Risk Factors” and “Cautionary Statement

Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” included in the filings. These include, but are not limited to,

the Partnership’s ability to integrate acquisitions into its existing business, changes in oil and natural

gas prices, weather and environmental conditions, the timing of planned capital expenditures,

availability of acquisitions, uncertainties in the estimates of proved reserves and forecasted production

results of the Partnership’s customers, operational factors affecting the commencement or

maintenance of producing wells, the condition of the capital markets generally, as well as the

Partnership's ability to access them, the proximity to and capacity of transportation facilities, and

uncertainties regarding environmental regulations or litigation and other legal or regulatory

developments affecting the Partnership's business and other important factors. Should one or more of

these risks or uncertainties occur, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Partnership's

actual results and plans could differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking

statements.

Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made and the

Partnership undertakes no obligation to correct or update any forward-looking statement, whether as a

result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.

Cautionary Statement Regarding Oil and Gas Quantities

Reserve engineering is a process of estimating underground accumulations of hydrocarbons that cannot

be measured in an exact way. The accuracy of any reserve estimate depends on the quality of available

data, the interpretation of such data and price and cost assumptions made by reserve engineers. In

addition, the results of drilling, testing and production activities of the exploration and development

companies may justify revisions of estimates that were made previously. If significant, such revisions

could impact the Partnership’s strategy and future prospects. Accordingly, reserve estimates may differ

significantly from the quantities of oil and natural gas that are ultimately recovered. Any negative

revisions in the reserve estimates of the Partnership’s customers, including Oasis Petroleum Inc., could

have a negative impact on the Partnership’s business and future prospects.

Estimated Ultimate Recovery (“EUR”) refers to estimates of the sum of reserves remaining as of a given

date and cumulative production as of that date from a currently producing or hypothetical future well, as

applicable. These quantities do not necessarily constitute or represent reserves as defined by the SEC.

Type curves do not represent EURs of individual wells.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures

Cash Interest, Adjusted EBITDA and Distributable Cash Flow are financial measures that are not

presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”).

These non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for interest

expense, net income (loss), operating income (loss), net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

or any other measures prepared under GAAP. Reconciliations of these non-GAAP financial measures to

their most comparable GAAP measure can be found in the annual report on Form 10-K and quarterly

reports on Form 10-Q. Amounts excluded from these non-GAAP measure in future periods could be

significant.

Industry and Market Data

This presentation has been prepared by the Partnership and includes market data and other statistical

information from sources believed by the Partnership to be reliable, including independent industry

publications, government publications or other published independent sources. Although the Partnership

believes these sources are reliable, it has not independently verified the information and cannot

guarantee its accuracy and completeness. Some data is also based on the Partnership’s good faith

estimates, which are derived from its review of internal sources as well as the independent sources

described above.

Trademarks and Trade Names

The Partnership owns or has rights to various trademarks, service marks and trade names that it uses

in connection with the operation of its business. This presentation also contains trademarks, service

marks and trade names of third parties, which are the property of their respective owners. The

Partnership’s use or display of third parties’ trademarks, service marks, trade names or products in this

presentation is not intended to, and does not imply, a relationship with the Partnership or an

endorsement or sponsorship by or of the Partnership. Solely for convenience, the trademarks, service

marks and trade names referred to in this presentation may appear without the ®, TM or SM symbols,

but such references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that the Partnership will not assert, to the

fullest extent under applicable law, its rights or the right of the applicable licensor to these trademarks,

service marks and trade names.

Forward-Looking / Cautionary Statements
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 Oasis is a premier independent E&P company operating in the two 

top oil plays in the US

 OMP’s assets directly improve Sponsor’s efficiency and economics 

in the Williston Basin

 OMP investors benefit from Oasis’ extensive knowledge of Williston 

Basin infrastructure and subsurface

Integral to Our Sponsor’s 

Development Plans

Strategic Assets in the 

Core of the Williston Basin

Financial Flexibility, 

Strong Capital Structure in 

line with Investment Grade 

MLPs

 Extensive infrastructure positions OMP to capture Oasis and 3rd

party volumes

 Proven execution track record

 Conservative balance sheet

 Debt to NTM EBITDA remains below 2x throughout 2018 with 

significant liquidity available through our credit facility

 Peer leading coverage – continues to increase organically

Oasis Midstream Partners (“OMP”) Investment Thesis

Capturing Growth with 

Strong Underlying Assets

 Organic 20% distribution per unit growth rate past 2021

 DevCo structure designed to de-risk MLP cash flows, while upside 

from robust drop-down backlog supplements organic growth

 Long-term, fixed fee contracts with Oasis
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At IPO We Promised
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Our Performance Since IPO

Delivering On Our Promises – A Year in Review 
Since OMP’s IPO in September 2017







• Multiple third party agreements signed in the Williston Basin 

spanning various commodity streams

• 3rd party EBITDA expected to be 10 to 15% of gross DevCo EBITDA 

by the end of 2019, diversifying OMP’s customer base and reducing 

the risk profile



1) LP Coverage defined as MLP EBITDA less maintenance capital expenditures (7-10% of EBITDA), cash interest expense, and GP distributions divided by LP Distributions

Target long-term peer-leading 

distribution growth

• Quarter over quarter distribution increases since IPO, with 20% per 

year organic distribution growth forecasted past YE2021

Upside to forecast from third-party 

volumes (no third-party volumes 

included in forecast)

Target appropriate coverage
• Expanding LP coverage from 1.1x at the end of 2017 to over 1.7x by 

the end of 2019 (1)

Volume growth across high-margin 

commodity streams

• Expectations greatly surpassed on water volumes, with Beartooth

water volumes up over 50% year over year in 3Q18

• Produced water volumes, which are more predictable, accounted for 

almost 90% of total water volumes, reflecting Oasis growth and 

strong contribution from 3rd parties
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At IPO We Promised
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Our Performance Since IPO

Delivering On Our Promises – A Year in Review 
Continued

Strong, visible organic EBITDA 

growth

• ~50% 2017 to 2018E EBITDA growth, expected to accelerate to 

~65% year over year EBITDA growth for 2019

• Increased EBITDA every quarter since IPO reflecting strong parent 

and third party growth



Symbiotic relationship with high-

quality parent Oasis Petroleum

• Gas Plant II was assigned to OMP at cost, enhancing the returns 

profile of the partnership

• OMP’s Sponsor benefiting as well though ~69% ownership of the 

MLP


2019 EBITDA Growth Since IPO ($MM)
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Leading Williston Basin Midstream Operator
With an undervalued option on Bakken growth

www.oasismidstream.com

 Strategically located gathering and processing 

infrastructure in the heart of the Williston Basin

 Formed by Oasis to capture midstream opportunity and 

improve flow assurance

 Allows OMP investors to benefit from Oasis’ extensive 

knowledge of Williston Basin infrastructure and 

subsurface

 Upside opportunity at attractive rates of return

 Incremental development opportunities from Oasis (1)

 Aggressively securing & building 3rd party 

relationships in a basin that is growing oil, gas and 

water volumes

 Opportunity to provide midstream services for Oasis’s 

Delaware position

Oasis Midstream at a Glance
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High Level Organization Structure (2)

Bobcat

DevCo LLC

Beartooth

DevCo LLC

Bighorn

DevCo LLC

10%

Controlling interest

100%

Controlling interest

40%

Controlling interest

60%

Non-controlling interest

31.4% LP

interest

Public 

Unitholders

Common units

90%

Non-controlling interest

68.6% LP

interest

1) OMP has ROFO with ability to acquire retained DevCo interests and future midstream assets of Oasis Petroleum on Oasis’ current acreage as of the IPO date. ROFO converts 

into a ROFR applicable to a successor upon a change of control of our Sponsor, further aligning the interests of OMP and our Sponsor

2) See Appendix for detailed organization structure

Assets

• Gas processing

• Gas Plant I

• Gas Plant II

• Plant MRUs

• Crude stabilization

• Crude blending

• Crude storage

• Crude transportation

• NGL storage

Dedicated Acreage / 

Sponsor Operated 

Acreage

• 65k / 29k

Assets

• Gas gathering

• Gas compression

• Gas lift

• Crude gathering

• Produced water 

gathering

• Produced water 

disposal

Dedicated Acreage / 

Sponsor Operated 

Acreage

• 65k / 29k

Dedicated Acreage / 

Sponsor Operated 

Acreage

• Produced Water: 

581k / 299k

• Freshwater: 

364k / 203k

Assets

• Produced water 

gathering

• Produced water 

disposal

• Freshwater 

distribution



Strategically Located Infrastructure
In the heart of the Williston Basin
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McKenzie

Divide

Burke

Mountrail

Montana

Roosevelt

Williams

Alger

Cottonwood

Red Bank

Hebron

Indian Hills

Saltwater Disposal Wells (26)

Crude/Gas/Water Pipelines

Water Pipelines

Core

Extended Core

Fairway

Beartooth Acreage Dedication

Bighorn / Bobcat Acreage Dedication

Gas Processing Plant

Johnson’s Corner Connection

www.oasismidstream.com

Johnson’s Corner (“JC”):

• Crude hub

• Connected to DAPL

Oasis Midstream Infrastructure Map

Beartooth Project Areas

• Extensive network of produced water gathering 

& disposal and freshwater assets

Wild Basin

Bighorn and Bobcat Operations

• Natural gas gathering, 

processing, compression and lift 

• Crude oil gathering, stabilization, 

blending, storage, and transport 

• Produced Water Gathering & 

Disposal
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622

Core Extended Core
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Overview of Oasis (1)

Oil-weighted, core-focused in best basins in North America

www.oasismidstream.com

 13 years of economic drilling inventory in the core 

and extended core of Williston at updated 2018 

completion pace 

 Added 600 gross locations in the Delaware 

 Strong portfolio located in the core of the two best oil 

basins in North America

 Oasis expects to complete 110 Williston wells in 2018

Strong Portfolio with Growing Inventory

1) As of 12/31/17 unless otherwise noted, excluding the impact of non-core asset sales

2) Assumes $55 WTI and $3 HH gas pricing

Gross Operated Williston Inventory

Well Economics (2) 1,432 locations economic at or below $45/bbl WTI

 >85% IRRs for Wild Basin (Dedications to all three 

DevCos) and Alger areas (Beartooth Dedication)  

 >60% IRRs for Indian Hills (Beartooth Dedication), 

SE Red Bank (Beartooth Dedication), and Painted 

Woods (potential future dedication)
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Overview of Oasis
Capital disciplined and returns focused

www.oasismidstream.com

Capital Discipline

Returns Focused Financial Highlights

 E&P spending within cash flow in 2018 and 2019

 Growing exit volumes by ~25% in 2018 and ~15% in 

2019

 ~90% of 2018 CapEx directed to Williston

 First E&P to live within cash flow during downturn

 Improving economics across position

 Acquiring assets at attractive full cycle returns (Oct. ‘16 

in Williston, Dec. ’17 in Delaware)

 Attractive midstream build costs at 3-5x

 OWS has delivered >3x cash on cash returns

 De-levered balance sheet through the cycle to 2.4x net 

debt to annualized 3Q18 EBITDA

 Strong liquidity - $522MM drawn on Oasis revolver with 

commitments totaling $1,350MM

 Robust hedge position protects drilling program

 Financial synergy created by relationship with OMP

Proven Track Record Delivering Growth

Annual YE Exit

Actual

M
b

o
e

p
d



Midstream Upside
OMP is a premier asset with peer leading growth
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1) X-axis is average = 7.4% and Y-axis is average = 11.4%. Source: Factset as of 11/1/18.  

Targeting 20% Distribution per Unit Growth
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 Huge valuation upside if OMP is priced inline with peers who have similar growth rates

 Organic distribution per unit growth of 20% per year past YE2021

 No drop-downs assumed in growth

 Distribution coverage expected to increase in 2019 on top of 20% annual distribution 

growth 

EQM

CNXM

NBLX

HESM

PSXP
SHLX

BPMP

WES
CEQP

OMP

3%

6%

9%

12%

15%

18%

21%

24%
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Unlocking OMP Value (1)

OMP 20% Target
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Outlook for OMP
Long-term growth outlook continues to improve

www.oasismidstream.com

Significant OMP EBITDA Growth ($MM)

Pre IPO OMP Actual Range

(Post IPO )

Expanding LP Coverage on top 

of 20% Distribution per Unit Growth (1)

Actual                   Feb18 Guidance     Current Estimate

Growing EBITDA and Coverage

 Multiple third party agreements signed in the Williston Basin

 Agreements span oil, gas gathering and processing, produced water gathering and disposal, and freshwater distribution

 “First mover” advantage as new 200MMscfpd gas plant allowed OMP to secure customer agreements 

 OMP continues an active dialogue with multiple third parties for potential opportunities across product lines

 Oasis Williston volumes continue to grow

 Oasis expects to complete 110 Williston wells in 2018

 Upside organic growth potential from undedicated Sponsor Williston Basin acreage

 Improvements in cost structure

 Increasing throughout in Gas Plant I

 Gas Plant II to improve capture rate

Increased 

30% since 

Feb18 

guidance
Increased 

5% since 

Feb18 

guidance

1.6-

1.7

1.2

1) LP Coverage defined as MLP EBITDA less maintenance capital expenditures (7-10% of EBITDA), cash interest expense, and GP distributions divided by LP Distributions



 Debt to NTM EBITDA remains below 2x throughout 2018

 Current revolver balance of $166MM ($250MM 

total capacity)

 Ability to expand revolver capacity to $400MM 

 Cash interest of ~$5.9MM in 2018

 One of the cleanest balance sheets of high-growth 

sponsor-backed G&P MLPs

 Fee-based, long-term contracts with acreage dedications

 Alignment with Sponsor through ownership structure

 ROFO / ROFR agreements in place to protect LP 

investors 

 Investing capital to capture volume growth

 Gas Plant II – total cost ~$140MM

 Incremental Bobcat gathering investment

 Capital for 3rd party growth added

 3-5x build costs & strong returns

 CapEx - 3Q18 CapEx was in line with expectations, and 

we continue to expect to spend within our plan

 Maintenance CapEx of 7% to 10% of Adjusted EBITDA

12

Outlook for OMP 
Long-term growth with strong balance sheet

Key Financial Highlights 2018 CapEx Plan ($MM) (1)

DevCo

OMP 

Ownership Gross Net

Bighorn 100% $60 – 65 $60 - 65

Bobcat 10% 165 – 170 16.5 – 17.0

Beartooth 40% 60 - 65 24 - 26

Total CapEx $285 - 300 $100.5 – 108.0

www.oasismidstream.com

1) Includes Maintenance CapEx, excludes the effects of potential dropdown acquisitions from Sponsor

2) Before public company expenses of ~$2.5MM

Approximate EBITDA by DevCo in 2019(2)

68%

12%

20%

Bighorn Bobcat Beartooth



Improving Well Performance and Increasing Gas Rates
Driving organic and 3rd party opportunities
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Capturing the Opportunity

 Identified gap in processing capacity in the 

Williston Basin and built 200MMscfpd plant 

to capitalize on opportunity

 Will be 2nd largest processor in basin with 

completion of Gas Plant II

 Managing through more stringent gas 

capture regulations in North Dakota

 Overall capture in state at 82%

 Oasis capture >90% and expects to 

maintain similar levels with Gas Plant II

1) Source: NDPA

www.oasismidstream.com

North Dakota Processing Capacity & Gas Production(1)

https://twitter.com/BrentSanfordND/status/1050850210723680256
https://www.facebook.com/Best4McKenzie/posts/1914030165298830?__xts__[0]=68.ARBLpcGKO_VcSXZJawsKng-egTQuBd83UAwes5H5JERamSXIJ92YUCFsbXON1eTPcIjQEF2WE8q6PQQRJU3Jx-ZibRGq8vR4a_N5j3FA0ODgEsIriAOe4nIn3txbMBcCgSh6P1c7yfU4g6a6UxkdCpcZ0x_Mpby_VfW9QA6GiQNXR7SeFGiQEg&__tn__=-R


Gas Plant II 
Attractive build multiples with opportunities for 3rd party volumes
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Gas Plant II

 Gas Plant II is more efficient than 

Plant I, allowing for increased 

realizations

 200MMscfpd Gas Plant II is highly 

efficient capital spend

 Operations starting in late Nov 2018

 Progress update – mechanically 
complete, on budget

 Already signed agreements with 
several 3rd parties for gas 
processing volumes

 Entering 2019 at >60% filled and 
exiting >80%

 Additional capacity for 3rd party 
volumes – actively in dialog 
regarding opportunities

www.oasismidstream.com



Bighorn & Bobcat
Wild Basin Crude, Gas and Water Infrastructure
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Bighorn & Bobcat Highlights

 Extensive footprint in most economic 
area of the Williston

 Growth upside from future build-out 
and tie-ins

 FERC-regulated crude line provides 
highly strategic takeaway to DAPL 
receipt-point, expected to improve 
in-basin pricing

 Highly interconnected system 
provides optionality and value to our 
Sponsor and potential third-parties

 100% and 10% ownership by OMP 
of Bighorn and Bobcat, 
respectively

Natural Gas Gathering, Processing, Compression & Lift

 Gas Plant I:  80MMscfpd initially in service in Fall 2016 

 Gas Plant II: 200MMscfpd planned start in early November 
2018

 NGL Storage

 73 miles of 4-inch to 22-inch gas gathering pipelines 
with gathering capacity of up to 180 MMscfpd

 Field compression: 38,000 Horsepower

 Gas lift system supplies gas for artificial lift

Crude Oil Gathering

 40 miles of 6- and 8-inch gathering lines with 
capacity of 50 Mbblpd

 Connections to Andeavor (Marathon) and 
DAPL at Johnson’s Corner – optimized 
optionality for takeaway and improves oil 
realizations

Produced Water Gathering & Disposal

 32 miles of 6- and 8-inch pipeline

 Capacity of ~60Mbblpd of produced water

 5 SWD wells

 Servicing all of our Sponsor’s recently 
completed wells

Wild Basin

Compressor Station 

Location: Wild Basin
Crude Oil Stabilization, Blending, Storage and Transport

 75Mbblpd, 19-mile FERC-regulated crude oil pipeline to 
Johnson’s Corner sales destination

 Crude oil blending and stabilization

 240,000 barrel storage capacity at a central delivery point 

 Storage used for operational flexibility and minimizing 
curtailment

Floating Roof 

Storage 

Tanks

www.oasismidstream.com



Beartooth
Mission critical water services infrastructure in the Williston
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Beartooth Highlights

 High water-to-oil ratio requires 
separation and disposal of produced 
water to facilitate oil production

 Efficient pipeline infrastructure 
reduces winter down-time 

 Extensive infrastructure allows for 
new-well expansion with minimal 
CapEx

 Substantially reduces producer costs

 Eliminates need to truck water

 40% owned by OMP

Freshwater Distribution

 ~328 miles of operated freshwater gathering lines, connected 
to 377 producing wells

 Flushwater infrastructure at Indian Hills, Red Bank, and Hebron

 Frac water infrastructure at Indian Hills and Red Bank

 60 mile freshwater line to Wild Basin off of water intake facility 
from Missouri River

Produced Water Gathering & Disposal

 ~293 miles of operated produced water gathering lines, 
connected to 675 producing wells to SWD sites

 21 owned and operated SWD wells and pipeline connections 
to 4 third-party SWDs

 Approximately 581K gross acre dedication

 Contributes over 85% of Beartooth EBITDA

Fee Streams

Indian Hills 

Water Pump

Fee 

Revenue

Freshwater Distribution 

(Frac Supply)

Flushwater Supply Produced Water 

Gathering

Produced Water 

Disposal

Location: Throughout

www.oasismidstream.com

Alger SWD



Our Core Financial Strategy
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Generate Stable, 

Growing Cash Flows

Drive Consistent     

Distribution Growth, 

Target Appropriate 

Coverage

Maintain Conservative 

Leverage and Ample 

Liquidity

 Deliver stable, fee-based revenues under acreage dedications

 Maintain long-term contracts with cash flow visibility and acreage dedications (e.g. 15-year 

contracts with our Sponsor and Oasis Midstream Services LLC (“OMS”), low maintenance 

assets, reduced development risk, 30+ year production life for majority of wells)

 Minimize direct commodity price exposure

 Preferred midstream service provider to Sponsor through acreage dedications

 Aligned interests with Sponsor through ownership of 68.6% of OMP and IDR interests

 Peer-leading drop-down runway to propel future growth

 Financial flexibility enables growth strategy execution

 Conservative, long-term capital structure 

 Borrowing to fund Gas Plant II with ample liquidity to fund drops and growth projects

 Maintaining long-term leverage under 2x net debt to NTM EBITDA

 Flexibility to fund organic growth and acquisitions with appropriate capital mix

www.oasismidstream.com



Appendix

http://clients.petelacker.com/squires/oasis_day1_webgallery/source/oasis_may2017-587.htm
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Organizational Structure

Bobcat

DevCo LLC

Beartooth

DevCo LLC

Bighorn

DevCo LLC

100% interest

68.6% LP

interest

100% interest

10%

Controlling interest

100%

Controlling interest

40%

Controlling interest

60%

Non-controlling interest

31.4% 

LP

interest

OMS Holdings LLC

5.125MM Common units

13.75MM Sub units

OMP GP LLC

Public 

Unitholders

8.654MM 

Common units

OMP Operating LLC

Oasis Midstream 

Services LLC

(“OMS”)

90%

Non-controlling interest

100% interest

• Non-economic 

GP interest

• 100% of IDRs

Directors and 

Management

10% non-

controlling

interest

90% 

controlling

interest

Organization Structure

www.oasismidstream.com
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Actual Guidance
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Bighorn Bobcat Beartooth Total

OMP Ownership 100% 10% 40%

3Q18 Actual

Gross CapEx $7.9 $43.3 $11.1 $62.4

Net CapEx $7.9 $4.3 $4.5 $16.7

FY2018 Plan

Gross CapEx $60 - 65 $165 - 170 $60 - 65 $285-300 

Net CapEx $60 - 65 $16.5 - 17.0 $24 - 26  $100.5-108.0 

3Q18 Actual Bighorn Bobcat Beartooth Total

Gross Operating Income 5.3$               19.0$             15.6$             40.0$             

Gross Depreciation 2.8                 2.2                 2.1                 7.2                 

Gross Midstream EBITDA 8.2                 21.2               17.7               47.1               

OMP Ownership 100% 10% 40%

Net OMP EBITDA 8.2$               2.1$               7.1$               17.4$             

less: Cash PubCo Expenses 0.8                 

Net OMP EBITDA (net of PubCo expenses) 16.6$             

less: Cash interest 1.7                 

less: Maintenance CapEx 0.4                 

Distributable Cash Flow 14.4$             

Distribution 11.8$             

Coverage 1.22x

4Q18 Estimated Coverage ~1.2x

4Q18 Estimated Distribution 12.4$             

Financial Update

21www.oasismidstream.com

Distributable Cash Flow ($MM) CapEx ($MM)


